Electrochemical conductivity a b s t r a c t Carbon fibers (CFs) have been e polymeric xtensively investigated in several applications because Carbon fibers have unique characteristics in comparison to other materials. CFs have superior qualities for example as high mechanical strength, Young's modulus, tenacity, and thermal conductivity when reinforced with other composites. Dynamic load measurements are highly conductive than static load measurements. Conductive carbon yarn fibers are much better than all other fiber structures in terms of conductivity. The conductivity of carbon fiber has proven that this is the best material for the aircraft industry because of its many advantages. This study project is systematic and provides the latest technology that uses the reformed conductivity of carbon fibers. The focus of the present study is a review of an assortment of studies related to conductive nanofibers. It has been established that a correlation exists among the factors that show a dynamic character in the uses adopted for these conductive nanofibers. This paper examines the morphology, structure and composition, electrical conductivity, and mechanical, and electrochemical attributes that inform the use of these conductive nanofibers which have enabled these fibers to be used in various applications.
Introduction

General background
Thermal conductivity is a fundamental thermal property for evaluating the heat-transfer characteristics of fine fibers such as carbon, metallic, and non-metallic. It's difficult to measure the thermal conductivity of fine fibers due to its small diameter [1, 2] and is usually estimated by measuring a composite specimen comprised of a bundle of fibers. The most recent investigations of the electric CFs conductivity of carbon nanofibers composites have been directed to involving experimental applications of conductive carbon fibers, and other studies on the resistivity of SWNTs /CFs have been restricted to conductance and resistivity. Carbon fibers are anisotropic and have an ideal direction of turbostratic graphite crystals. The resistivity of SWNTs/CFs ought to be anisotropic, and bulk CFs measurements do not afford much detail about their applications in carbon fiberreinforced composites [4, 5] . The discussion here emphases on the investigation of the ionic, the thermal, electrical, and ionic conductivity of CFs and their associated composites.
Properties and classification of conductive carbon fibers
Nanofibers/CFs are the strongest fibers for reinforcing polymeric ( Fig. 1) matrices. High-performance-grade CFs have a tensile strength that exceeds 6 GPa and tensile modulus that exceeds 600 GPa. They also have a low density, averaging from 1.8 to 2.0 g/cm 3 , and the highest specific stiffness and strength. Most CFs are obtained from PAN-based copolymer precursors and exhibit a turbostratic crystalline structure. CFs obtained from mesophase pitch have the high strength/thermal conductivity as well as high electrical conductivity, hence making them appropriate for electrostatic and electromagnetic interference shielding [6] . Table 1 shows a general summary of some properties and the conductivity of carbon fibers. The characteristics of CFs include considerable physical strength and lightweight, good vibration damping, toughness, high dimensional stability and low-slung abrasion, CFs electrical conductivity, X-ray absorptivity, the resistivity of fatigue, self-lubrication, extraordinary damping ability, electromagnetic CFs properties, and chemical inertness with high resistant to corrosion. The arrangement of CFs carbon fibers is the based on its features (ultra-high modulus, Young's modulus, intermediate level of modulus, low behavior modulus, and super-high mechanical tensile strength), precursor nanofibers materials (polyacrylonitrile, pitch, mesophase pitch, rayon-based, and initial gas-phase grown), and temperature of the final heat treatment (high, intermediate or low) [7, 8] .
Structure and composition of conductive carbon fibers
Nanofibers/CFs have at least 92 weight percentage (wt%) of carbons in their composition. The Carbon fibers are stacked in microscopic crystals that are less associated parallel to the stretched axis of the carbon fibers [13] . This crystal arrangement creates the carbon fiber CFs tough with respect to its dimension size. The atomic structure of CFs resembles that of graphite, with films of carbon atoms that are organized to assume a regular hexagonal arrangement [7] . The only modification is in the interlocking of the films since graphite is crystalline and has its sheets regularly stacked parallel to one another. The intermolecular forces between films are weak shorting range electrostatic attractive (VDWF) that make graphite indulgent and hard. Based on the precursor used in producing carbon fibers, it could be turbostratic or graphitic/have a hybrid CFs structure with both turbostratic and graphitic parts. The turbostratic type of CFs has films of carbon atoms pleated haphazardly or lined together. CFs obtained from PAN are turbostratic [14] . After heat treatment, Carbon fibers derived from mesophase pitch are graphitic at temperatures more than 2000 degrees Celsius. Turbostraticderived CFs are having high mechanical tensile strength, and it' has been derived CFs and having a high Young's modulus and thermal conductivity [13] .
While carbon fibers have been in existence for quite some time, Carbon fibers/Nanotubes with tailor-made tensile strength and high modulus have been made the nanofibers from a precursor have yet to be developed [15] . There is a lack of comprehension on by what means the structure, polymer arrangement, crystallitant size, crystallinity, and arrangement of a specific precursor polymer translate into the ultimate CFs [16] . Through the electrospinning process, it has become possible to successfully fabricate randomly oriented as well as electrically aligned conductive nanotube/nanofiber of decomposable poly-DL-lactide-(PLA) with inserted multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Researchers assert that not using electrical stimulation results in the creation of better cell proliferation in aligned poly-DLlactide with MWCNTs nanotube/nanofiber meshes. Use of the electrospinning method has been found to lead to the better growth of osteoblasts beside the axis of ranged nanofibers. Electrical stimulation of randomly oriented nanofiber meshes significantly promotes the elongation of osteoblasts, while in the case of ranged nanofiber meshes, the encouragement enhances the elongation along the nanofiber route [17] . Research has been done on a load-bearing supercapacitor developing mesoporous carbon with coated nickelocene (Ni-Cp) core-shell Nanowires grownup straight on the (CFs) carbon fibers material as well as a microphase disconnected structural polymer electrolyte used to embed the ionic liquid. Studies have been done on a bicontinuous structural polymer electrolyte whereby the polyethylene oxide micro-domains are covalently connected to cross-linked polystyrene-co-divinylbenzene (PS-co-DVB) micro-domains, thus allowing an exceptional mixture of ionic conductivity and very high mechanical strength. These attributes indicate the significant contribution to the reliability of the structural electrolyte [18] .
The use of carbon fibers has been encouraged because they offer vital reinforcement materials that advance highperformance composites, providing a means of reducing weight on structural components as well as the carbon footprint. However, it follows that using carbon fibers is associated with a considerably high cost, which limits their use. It has become imperative that to enhance using of the carbon fibers, their price must be reduced. Optimization of a fiber structure via processing is another aspect that authors support. Structural evolution, chemical reactions during carbonization, and properties development during processing are additional issues that require further research [19] . Several strategies are used when it comes to the fabrication of composites place special emphasis on the solution towards the processing and melt mixing in situ polymerization. Overall, both covalent/non-covalent modifications of polystyrene (PS) with CNTs, are commonly used in improving spreading and compatibility of the polystyrene/CNTs composites. It becomes imperative to assess the electrical response impact of the diverse variables involved in their fabrication, including the CNTs processing with the type and content of the method as well as the temperature employed. It becomes clear that CNTs are dynamic when it comes to the improvement of the material performance of polystyrene composites used in industries [20] .
Fabrication and experimental techniques
The structure, as well as the polymeric composition of the precursor, carbon fibers, affects their properties. Even though the processes for CFs production are similar, the different processing conditions have different precursors require to accomplish the desired performance. CFs are processed using the precursor fibers controlled Stabilization pyrolysis. These precursor fibers undergo stabilization process at 250-450 • C in air through an oxidation process. Stabilization process fibers are formerly treated with at approximate 1000 • C in chemically stable atmospheric conditions to eliminate hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. This phase is referred to as carbonization process. The carbonized fibers are then graphitized step at higher temperatures reach to 3000 • C to attain a high carbon contented and a high modulus in the carbon fibers [21] . The properties acquired in the carbon and graphite nanofibers are artificial by several factors, such as crystallinity in polymer distribution, molecular polymer positioning, carbon content, and a number of failures [22] . The relative inert chemically inactive surfaces of carbon and graphite fibers are treated to enhance composite matrix of the adhesion. Fig. 2 illustrates the process of fabrication for highly conductive or mediumconductive carbon fiber.
Conductive nanofiber morphologies
Electrically conductive polymers have been established as exhibiting the conducting polymer has physical/chemical properties such as the metals organic polymers and the electrical properties. (poly (3,4-ethylenedioxy:PSS) is that tends to appeal superior attention because it exhibits electrochemical, thermal, and oxidative stability [24] , thus making it an excellent candidate for numerous applications in areas that encompass flexible electrodes, electrochemical displays, nanocomposites, and transistors. The aspect of the ethylene glycol has incorporation of some organic solvents, dimethyl sulfoxide or sorbitol in the aqueous spreading of (poly (3,4ethylenedioxy:PSS) tends to improve the conductivity of these thin films [24] . Authors have established that the effects of different solvents on the morphology of fiber, such as the addition of ethylene glycol (EG) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the rotating dopes, led to the transformation of (poly (3,4ethylenedioxy: PSS) chains from a random to a stretched coil configuration. It's not only increased the conductivity by enhancing the interchange interaction among the PEDOT chains, but it further enhanced the carbon fibers orientation image [24] . shows the morphology and arrangement of conductive carbon yarn fibers yarn, illustrating that conductive yarn will help researchers ensure that the fiber orientation is well arranged. Fig. 3 (b) shows a single-walled conductive carbon fiber following a carbonization process at 850 • C. There has been increased attention in polyaniline (PANI), a conducting polymer with unique electronic and optical properties, which make it an appropriate candidate for possible application in sensors and electronic devices in an assortment of fields. Most attention has been directed at synthesizing PANI with nanostructures such as nanorods and nanofibers since nanostructured PANI sensors respond better than conventional polymerized sensors. Overall, surfactants are the best candidates for the template synthesis of PANI with nanostructures since they are able to guide the polymerization of aniline with a specific orientation [26] . Fig. 4 (a) shows the SEM morphology and a cross section using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of a conductive CFs composite, clearly indicating the arrangement and size of the fibers. Fig. 4 (b) shows an SEM image of a CFs with condition of conductivity polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix showing connecting MWCNTs magnified at 200 nm. The fabrication of nanotubes using the electroplating method has attracted significant attention because of its versatile maneuverability in the production of controlled fiber structures, orientations, porosity, and dimensions. While these processes appear to be straightforward, the strategies involved as well as impacts on orientation, structure, and mechanical/thermal properties are issues of concern [28,29]. Overall, it has been established that both size and tensile properties of the fibers have an impact on the overall structure [30] .
Investigation of carbon fiber conductivity
Carbon fibers have relative thermal, electrical, and ionic conductivity characteristics. Carbon fibers and other carbonbased materials are being investigated to replace other traditional heat-conducting materials. They conduct heat especially well with the addition of graphite and diamond.
The heat conductivity in carbon fibers varies with chemical composition, type of wood, crystalline structure, methods of measurement, alignment of fibers, temperature gradient, and type of precursor materials. Carbon fiber takes various forms, making it difficult to state its conductivity without an explanation, and its heat-conducting property is not explicitly shown in heat-conductivity tables. Carbon fiber conductivity depends on the carbon content and level of carbonization, both of which tend to increase the thermal conductivity [31] . The main component of carbon fiber is carbon, and its molecular structure is similar to graphite. Thus, it behaves like metal because its electrical conductivity is extremely high. Carbon fiber is not used alone but rather mixed with reinforcing materials such as epoxy resin, metal, and ceramics. Most carbon fiber products have electrical conductivity. Carbon fiber also generates electricity in a magnetic field, which is a property of electrical conductors [32, 33] .
Electrochemical and mechanical characterization
There has been an increase in the attention paid to heatdissipation challenges. Traditionally, polymeric products have been used extensively as an electronic packet material because of their exceptional mechanical attributes, low cost, and ease of processing. In most instances, adding ceramic fillers to polymers results in the creation of highly thermally conductive carbon fibers composites, which is a great approach [34] . Nevertheless, it follows that the limited electron spectrum does not match between monomers polymer resins and ceramic phases (inorganic) immensely weakens the efficiency of the quantized lattice vibration wave [35] . By orienting fillers in the heat-flow direction, it becomes possible to attain an improved thermal conductivity of the polymer composite [36] . Table 2 shows the mechanical properties of some conductive carbon nanotube (CNT) composites involving amine, and MWCNTs-using two mechanical tests: dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and tensile test. Due to the high axial-load Young's moduli and high aspect ratio, it follows that CNTs, irrespective of whether they are multi-walled or single-walled, exhibit potentially of polymer composites has excellent mechanical reinforcing fillers. The progress of high performance polymer and CNTs composites is delayed by the inability to attain a homogenous spreading of CNTs in the polymer matrices as well as strong interactions, which impact the load transference from the polymer matrix to the CNTs. It is claimed that the weak connections existing between the inner/outer tubes of the MWCNTs end up limiting the stress behaviour transferred from the outer walls to the inner walls [57, 58] . Also, the weak interactions between SWCNTs that are prevalent in a polymer-matrix end up distressing the productivity of the CNTs. Overall, the use of an adequate amount of Nimesulide (at least 9%) has been established as necessary to attain a good dispersion of MWNTs [60] .
within a composite [59] . Fig. 5 shows the stress-strain curve for a conductive PAN-derived carbonized nanofiber composite. As can be seen, the stress value is approximately 342 MPa with R 2 equal to approximately 0.9 versus the maximum strain value of 0.85 mm. From the time that CNTs were discovered in 1991, interest in them has increased because of their exceptional in CNTs of the electrical and mechanical properties. However, the common organic solvents and polymeric matrices follow that the inflexibility and chemical inertness of CNTs make it problematic for them to dissolve or disperse them in the manufacture of useful articles. When it comes to mechanical properties, it has been known that the use of improving load transfer can be attained via the covalent bonds or non-covalent connections that are prevalent between the nanotubes functional groups on as well as the polymer matrix [61, 62] . Fig. 6 shows the results of testing the mechanical properties of PAN carbon fibers using the dynamic load measurement test. Here the conductivity value is about 4.5 × 10 3 S/cm, and the stress value is about 290 MPa. 
Electrospinning process and technique
The emergence of nanotechnology in nanoscale materials has resulted in researchers studying the properties. Electrospinning technique is an electrostatic fibers producing technique that has high versatility and potential for applications in adverse fields [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . It is applied in tissue engineering, biosensors, filtration materials, coiled dressing, drug delivery, and mobilization. Electrospinning helps to create electrospun fibers, whose diameters range in size between tens of nanometers to a few micrometers [68] [69] [70] [71] .
The process of electrospinning includes the application of high-voltage to a liquid droplet, which charges the body of the liquid and stretches the droplet as a result of the electrostatic repulsion counteracting the surface tension. A stream of liquid is generated from the surface at a critical-points. Doubt, if the liquid molecular consistency is high, then the liquid stream does not break and a charged liquid is formed. As the jet dries and as the charge travels to the surface of the fiber, the flow changes mode. The jet is expanded through electrostatic repulsion caused by small bends in the fibers until it is dropped on the grounded accumulator. The fibers thinning and elongation from bending instability creates the establishment of uniform fibers with the size of the nanometer scale diameters [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . Fig. 7 is a schematic drawing of the electrospinning process involving the use of a charge in electrical to obtain fine fibers from a liquid form. So, the electrical charge of the applications of a high voltage at grounded collector begun with a liquid droplet, then the liquid develops exciting, and then the electrostatic repulsion responds the liquid's surface tension causing the liquid stream to explode from the surface until it is deposited on a grounded collector.
Electrospinning can be accomplished through both needleless and needle-based techniques [78] . Needle-less electrospinning begins with a transfer of polymer solution to an open vessel where fibers are produced from a still or rotating platform. This process allows for mass production. Fiber morphology and quality are not well controlled, and the raw materials used are limited, thereby limiting versatile fiber production. For needle-based electrospinning, the initiating polymer solution is stored in an air-tight closed reservoir that reduces and prevents solvent evaporation. This method allows various materials to be processed. One of the significant advantages of the needle-based electrospun process is the high flexibility in the processing of changed structures such as core-shell and multi-axial fibers [79, 80] . This technique also has the advantages of being a continuous process, being costeffective, and producing controllable diameters [81] .
Carbon fiber thermal conductivity
The thermal properties of CNTs, considering specific heat, CTE Coefficient of thermal expansion, diffusivity, and thermal conductivity, are crucial parameters in studying the behavior of carbon and carbon composites. Individual carbon nanotubes have good properties, including high thermal and electrical conductivities. These properties, combined with a high characteristic ratio and low-density, have produced interest in the possible to create high performance, CNTs nanomaterials. The heat dissipation is the most serious challenges in high performance electronics, and thermal conductivity of Carbon nanotubes has increased interest in their use for thermally managing high-power electrical alliances. Table 3 shows the weight percentage and the composition of various thermally conductive carbon fibers, including weight percentages of the element composition, fabrication theories, and thermal conductivity values.
Research has shown that carbon fiber composites are thermally conductive. The thermal characterization has the highest value of thermal conductivity per/the density unit amid another materials. Similarly, they reach high toughness and mechanical strength that rises with considering temperature. Fig. 8 showing the thermal conductivity and aspect ratio of MWCNTs composites.
The thermal conductivity of SWCNTs can be valued when the average temperature improved, and the heat generated rate is measured for similar systems [104] . The electrical conductivity of SWCNTs has been measured using a similar method as used for measuring thermal conductivity, the four-point contact method [105] .
Carbon fiber electrical conductivity
Nanocarbon fibers composites have low plane electrical conductivity. It is appropriate to enhance the properties of the composite electrical conductivity for various applications. There has been major progress in increasing the electrical conductivity of polymer materials [106] . Carbonaceous particles including carbon black, CFs, CNTs, and graphene particles have been used to increase the electrical conductivity of composites. Table 4 shows the chemical composition of various electrically conductive carbon fibers, including weight percentages of the element composition, fabrication theories, stationary/dynamic measurement values, and electrical conductivity values. A conductive silver nanoparticle coating improves the electrical conductivity of carbon fiber-reinforced plastics for aircraft lightning protection. In one study, colloidal nanoparticles were applied and sprayed on the surface of carbon fibers and then made larger using epoxy resin to form a carbon fiberreinforced plastic specimen [119] . The electrical resistance value was then converted to electrical conductivity, which was found to increase by four times that of ordinary reinforced plastic [120] .
Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show three factors affecting conductivity behavior when AC power is supplied: resistance, voltage, and current. Both elastic and wearable engineering strain sensors tend to change the existing mechanical deformation into electrical signals that used in several applications as soft robotics. Highly conductive flax-based yarns have been generated using a simple, cost-effective, environmentally friendly. Emphasis has been on the use of a new coating strategy via the integration of an ultra-sonication bath (DIGTECH 100 W, 60 Hz) in the coating because it offers continuous uniform dispersion with higher energy for chemical as well as mechanical bonds between the sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate functionalized carbon fibers particles and the surface of yarns [121] . Fig. 12 shows the behavior curve of conductive Pan carbon fibers testing the resistance versus current. Electrically conductive textiles have been produced via wet/melt spinning, conductive polymer PANI, and fiber coating conductive (carbon black) electrically, metal powders, or intrinsically conductive polymers [122] . Other than these electrically conductive materials, it is evident that carbon nanotubes are excellent electrical conductors [123] . Their unusual atomic structure and exceptional electrical, electromechanical, mechanical, and chemical properties have created them useful. Some of the attributes that emerge with CNTs is the direct result of the coating technique, which is practical but can result in highly conductive yarns. It is also apparent that the electrical conductivity of polyvinyl alcohol) (PVA)/CNTs-coated yarns varies depending on the substrates. Researchers argue that short carbon fibers are used in the form in cement-based materials of admixtures within the objective of decreasing the drying decrease and enhancing the flexural durability [124] . Those instances where fibers conduct electricity, they are found to offer non-structural meanings including self-sensing, self-heating for deicing, and electromagnetic reflection in cases that address electromagnetic interference shielding. Researchers' prevailing assertion is that the effectiveness of the fiber admixture in cement-based materials relative to the improvement of structural and efficient properties is massively affected by the level of fiber spreading [124] . It follows that the realization of a fibers dispersion high degree is specifically vital when the fiber volume fraction is minimal. Thus, the idea follows that with low fiber volume fractions, it becomes possible to decrease material costs, enhance workability, reduce air voids, and further enhance the comprehensive stress.
While the mechanical attributes of fibers are more significant that the electrical conductivity in concrete applications, researchers contend that electrical conductivity can better imitate the extent of fiber dispersion than mechanical elements. In those instances where the fiber fraction of volume is lower than the threshold of percolation, the degree of fiber spreading is higher, leading to the enhanced conductivity of the composite [124] . These attributes are attained as the result of the relatively extended length of the conduction path within the matrix in the cases of deprived fibers spreading. Thus, the fibers have superior electrical conductivity over the matrix, [126] . and volume fractions below the filtration beginning to make the electrical conductivity of the cement materials impart on fibers filtration degree. Fig. 13 provides the weight percentages of three conductive materials: PDMS, CFs, and polythiophene (Pth). According to Liu et al., carbon nanotubes display an assortment of excellent thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties that offer promise for an extensive range of applications [125] . Due to the high electrical conductivity, low density, and decent mechanical attributes, CNTs have indicated that they are capable of replacing expectable metals in most cabling applications. Moreover, the single CNTs have demonstrated ultra-high electrical conductivity that reaches 106 S/cm. However, this figure has been found to drop significantly in most CNTs fibers, which is likely attributed to the challenges in controlling CNTs fiber morphologies.
The electrical conductivity evident in CNTs fiber is associated with the intrinsic properties of CNTs, contact surface resistance, interline spacing, the orientation of the CNTs, and impurities inside the CNTs fiber. The many properties of CNTs could be enhanced by changing their diameter and type, along with monitoring the number of impurities and damage in fibers. According to the authors, CNTs fibers containing pure metallic single-walled CNTs would indicate electrical conductivity that is as the high as that of SWCNTs [127] .
One of the simplest and most effective methods in the production of highly conductive polymer composites has been demonstrated by the combination of inside the polymermatrix a conductive hybrid filler. When the hybrid filler is comprised of both macro/nanosized particles composed, the nanosized conductive fillers that fill the tunneling phase allow for electron transport and significantly improve the electrical conductivity of the polymer composites [128] .
Carbon fiber ionic conductivity
The discussion about carbon fiber ionic conductivity is based on CFs-reinforced material as the specimen [129] . The electrical conduction of CFs-reinforced with a fiber volume fraction contains several electrons among ions in the space. The fibers disturb on both factor the electronic/ionic conduction. Also, the ozone handling the surface of fiber improves the ionic side conduction. The use of latex provides a comparatively superior ionic conductivity, and (silica fume) provides a high electronic conductivity [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] . Fig. 14 shows the experimental setup of a Gamry Instruments Potentiostat/Galvanostat, ZRA, Reference 600, used to characterize the ionic conductivity of PAN nanofibers.
The conductivity values of the polymeric fibers were calculated using the resistance obtained from a slope of the I-V plot.
Where "A" is the area of the film and "L" is the thickness of the film. Generally, ionic conductivity increases with increasing temperature. In the dry state, electronic process conduction is extra substantial than the ionic process conduction, and in the wet stage, when saturation occurs, ionic conduction controls. The conductivity of wet ionic ratio than to the conductivity of dry ionic is enhanced by the treatment the surface of the fiber and is high when latex is applied. Then, the wet ionic conductivity is more elevated than dry ionic conductivity when latex theorem is used but is lower than dry conductivity when (silica fume) is existing [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] . Table 5 shows the chemical composition of various ionic conductive carbon fibers, including weight percentages of the element composition, fabrication theories, and ionic conductivity values.
Scientists assume the domination of the ionic conduction in CFs-reinforced because as an ionic conductor, cement is the matrix. Resulting, the thermal and electrical properties of CFs-reinforced shows that its holes are the major carriers, and the p-type character increases with the use of bromine (Br)intercalated carbon fiber in the cement. Controversy exists over the electron and hole conduction and ionic conduction in CFs-reinforced. Figs. 15 and 16 show the important factors of temperature and concentration of materials while performing a conductivity test on carbon fiber composites. An electrical contact in the status of an ionic conductor does not permit all electrons to move from using the metal wire linked with an outside electrical circuit to a sample [151] . Ionic can not move in metals and hence could not move in a circuit. Metals allow the flow of electrons but not ionic. Hence, a configuration comprised of a specimen and an external circuit (metal) can help in the study of a specimen's ionic conduction. Electrons can move through the specimen and also the exterior metal-wire circuit, whereas ionic moving is sluggish and more incomplete than the flow of electrons [152] . Fibers are electronic conductors, but they affect both electronic/ionic conduction. The special treatment of the fibers surface to enhance the ionic conduction; for example, latex provides a comparatively high ionic conductivity, and (silica fume) provides a relatively high electronic conductivity [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] .
Chemical and physical activations
Substantial research has been performed on the absorption properties of activated carbon, but the information about its performance is limited. The discussion here will focus on pitch-based or polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fibers that have been activated by physical/chemical methods [154] . Activated CFs are characterized by static adsorption approaches based on the specific surface area, the volume of micropore, volume of mesopore, uptake of water, and hexane inlet [155, 156] . With steam or carbon dioxide. They can be obtained by physical activation. Hydroxides are good activating materials, but the research on the use of potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide is limited. In one experiment, carbon fibers has been activated with the surface area were obtained after chemical activation with potassium hydroxide, and both agents had different behaviors [155] . The sodium hydroxide agent developed activated carbon fiber with the highest porosity, and potassium hydroxide developed carbon fiber with narrow micro-pore size distribution. For comparison of the results obtained from physical activation, some of the activated carbon fiber was prepared using carbon dioxide. Findings show how to prepare carbon fiber with a higher porosity using chemical activation methods rather than physical activation methods [132] . Fig. 17 shows a heat treatment furnace used to carbonize fibers and convert them to carbon nanofibers. In one study that assessed the physical and chemical activation of carbon fibers and their adsorption properties, it was reported that the chemically activated carbon fibers failed to continue the fibrous nature of the pre-carbonization fibers. The performance of the fibers in humid conditions remains poor for both physically and chemically has been activated CFs carbon fibers. As well as the fibers physically has been activated pitch-based carbon fibers show decent performance against hexane, but at high degrees, their performance is poor. Chemically activated PANbased carbon fibers, when subjected to dry conditions, take less time to reach the maximum breakthrough concentration [155, 156] .
PAN electrospun fibers as strain sensors in structural health monitoring applications
Highly moveable and sensitive strain sensors for human body motion monitoring are in great demand in response to any reactions [157] . Electrospun carbon nanofibers that have been fixed in a polyurethane matrix have been used as strain sensors. The piezoresistive properties and strain-sensing mechanism of electrospun carbon-nanofiber sensors have been widely discussed in the literature. This type of sensor has high stretching and strain reach 300%, the high sensitivity of the gauge factor in the stretch and release cycles [158] . Again, the bending of the hand, wrist, or moving elbow can be noted by the sensor resistance change, which shows that the electrospun carbon nanofibers strain sensor has talented applications in flexible and wearable strategies for use in human motion monitoring. Fig. 18 shows the locations of various sensors located in an airplane structure. Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a method of applying a damage identification approach for all types of infrastructures to estimate the prevailing health conditions in real time and deliver an estimated of the remaining service life of the structures [159] . The purpose of SHM is to monitor the damage in infrastructures by embedding a nondestructive/destructive assessment system into a structure and taking preventive measures before catastrophic failure [157, 160, 161] .
Electrospun nanofibers have unique properties such as extremely high surface area, lightweight, nano-porous features, and design flexibility for particular physical and chemical [163] . In contrast to other nanofiber fabrication techniques, electrospun is straight, multipurpose, and effective of cost for the nanofibers production from materials such as polymers, polymer blends, sol-gels, suspensions, and composite [164] . Electrospun nanofibers and other nanowebs exhibit unique properties that make them applicable in the fields of membranes, biotechnology, textiles, sensors, energy, electronics materials, and the environment [165, 166] . In the process of electrospinning, a high-weight of the molecular polymer and high solution absorptions are used, since entanglements and touching between the chains of polymer and uniform nanofibers produce.
Experimental measurement techniques
The electrical and mechanical characteristics of carbon microfibers could be characterized using various techniques. Carbon microfibers are commonly used as fillers in the composite to evaluate their mechanical and electrical properties [167] . The electrical resistivity, density of mass, and Young's modulus can be determined using simple laboratory procedures. The mechanical Young's modulus is defined by measuring the resonance occurrence of CFs-based cantilevers. Fig. 19 shows the differences between two techniques for measuring the surface of a carbon fiber composite: a fourpoint probe contact and a two-point probe. For electrical measurements, the two-terminal resistance between surface contacts separated by an increasing distance can be measured.
The density of the mass of CFs carbon fibers is determined by measuring the mass of a given two factors such material and volume. However, the mixture of the small proportions of CFs with their low values of density of mass makes it challenging to determine the mass of single carbon fiber using laboratory equipment. This limitation can be addressed by using carbon fibers that are supplied in bundles of thousands of individual fibers, the diameter of which is provided by the manufacturer [167] . Fig. 20 illustrates the main purpose of this research by showing a comparison of measurement techniques for static and dynamic Ppy/APS, PAN/DMF, PVDF/PMMA, and dynamic carbon/methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) materials. It is clear that the dynamic load measurement test is much better than the static load measurement test. Fig. 21 summarizes this research work and shows the conductivity value of PAN carbon fibers as a weight percentage. 
Single-walled conductive carbon nanotubes
CNTs performance a fundamental role in nanotechnology because of their exceptional structural, mechanical, and electronic properties. SWCNTs are unified cylinders that comprise a graphene layer and have unique electronic properties that change expressively with a vector of chiral, the parameter indicating how a graphene sheet is rolled to form a CNTs [168] [169] [170] . SWCNTs have a high electrical conductivity that displays either a metallic or semiconductor behavior. The thermal and electrical conductivities of CNTs are high in comparison to other conductive materials. SWCNTs depend on feedstock materials to manifest their high theoretical conductivity; hence, it is necessary to improve the bulk conductivities of SWCNT ribbons and wires [170, 171] . Fig. 22 shows that carbon nanotubes offer an assortment of unique properties that indicate they have huge promise for use in nanoelectronic applications. As can be seen here, at point 2.59 cm, the optional resistivity of the materials dropped down, and at point 1.85 S/cm, their conductivity started increasing.
The high electrical conductivity of quantum wires offers the greatest possible solution for on-chip interconnected metals as well as transistors for future integrated circuits. The one of the challenges in the fabrication of CNTs has been the desire to control whether they are metallic or semiconductors. This challenge is resolved by using the hybrid functional B3LYP in demonstrating the furthermost precise cohesive energies, ionization capabilities, and electron affinities for a specific range of molecules [164] . One evident attribute is that the [77, 172] . crystallization behavior indicates that the nucleation of SWC-NTs in composites has led to their encapsulation by styrene maleic anhydride (SMA). The implication here is the fact that it resulted in the elongation of breaks in the composites, which is attributable to enhanced adhesion of interfacial between Polyamide 6 and the styrene-maleic anhydride-modified SWC-NTs [173] .
Additional assessment of the use of single-walled CNTs revolves around the desire to incorporate active functionality into textiles, which has encouraged a significant amount of effort to produce smart textiles, especially electronics. On the electrical attributes of CNTs that are attached to textiles via van der Waals forces as well as hydrogen bonding, with the objective of enhancing their conductivity. Thus, organic molecular anions are extensively used in the dispersal of nanotubes in the water via the formation of adducts with the CNTs. Moreover, SWCNTs are non-covalently being functionalized with dye and consequently dispersed in water while the cotton yarn is treated with poly. The resulting mixture, when immersed into the SWCNT dispersion, leads to the selfassembly of SWCNTs onto the yarn because of electrostatic forces that occur between the functionalized CNTs and the yarn [174] . Single-walled nanotubes fall into the classification of either semiconductors or metals, the choice being dependent on their conductivity, which in turn is based on their nanotube bonding configuration, or chirality [175] . Carbon nanotubes have not yet found a universal application in electronic devices, aside from their electronic properties. Han and Final assert that this has to do with the electronic properties that relate to chirality [176] . They assert that there has been an achievement in the separation of SWCNTs based on their connectivity, thus enriching the distribution of nanotubes with a precise conductivity.
Tang et al. claimed that the assessment of both magnetic and transport attributes of SWCNTs that are embedded in a crystal matrix of zeolite (AFI) indicates that at temperatures below 20 K and 4-angstrom that hold superconducting tendencies manifest an anisotropic Meissner outcome [177] . They further established that these carbon nanotubes had been found to pass a supercurrent between the connecting that leads due to their accuracy. The fact that single-walled nanotubes are formed inside ordered channels of an AFI implies that they are well-aligned and consequently uniform in size. Following the assertion that SWCNTs are isolated from one another, they end up making an ideal 1D CNTs system.
According to Grujicic et al. [178] , the reduction in the electronic size and mechanical devices into a nanometer length scale makes the conductivity of thermal for the materials progressively relevant. This is based on the assertion that the operations of such devices could predominantly demand that substantial quantities of heat be dissolute in a tiny region. On the assessment of chirality, the authors establish that this has an impact on the lattice part of the conductivity of thermal in SWCNTs. Considering the scale of the band gap alone, it should be established that the electronic band structure, electron-electron as well as phonon of electron scattering, has an impact on the electronic contribution to thermal conductivity. However, the assessment of lattice thermal conductivity can vary by more than 20 percentage, which can also affect electronic thermal conductivity [176] . Thus it follows that the thermal conductivity of specific SWCNTs in nanoprobes can vary significantly from one to another.
Carbon fiber electric resistivity
Overall, the growing demand for effective heat dissipation in electrical as well as electronic devices has made it imperative for engineering materials to be designed with improved thermal conductivity. Also, concerning higher thermal conductivity, improved electrical resistivity could be considered necessary for those applications where materials come into contact with electrical components as leads and wires [179] [180] [181] . It follows that ceramic fillers, including boron nitride, aluminum oxide, silica, and aluminum nitride, are used to improve the conductivity of thermal for the polymer matrices as well as maintain their electrical insulating attributes.
Where the contact resistance presented (Rc) is existing in the overlapping area measured Ao, so the amplitude resistance presented (Ar) and R0 is the initial of measured resistivity value. Further studies reveal that reinforced of cement with short CFs carbon fibers has the capability of establishing its strain owing to the impact of strain in the resistivity of the electrical [182] . In this case, resistivity increased upon tension because of the slight fiber pull-out associated with the opening of the crack and decreasing compression following the minimal fiber push-in related to the closing of the crack [183] . Additionally, resistivity variations in directions that are opposite the direction of the stress offer valuable insight into this attribute that has an impact on the piezoresistive effect. Thus, it becomes imperative that scientific and technological issues assess the resistivity in directions that are not associated with the direction of stress [184] . Table 6 shows the effect of temperature on carbon fiber conductivity, which allows researchers to find appropriate material for future research work. Overall, the carbon nanotube-based polymer composite is comprised of materials of multifunctional, which is adding to their function of basic for the physical and the mechanical attribute enhancement make it possible to sense through electrical methods. Conductive composites are mainly found automotive has been significant applications, also electronics, aircraft, and other industries [185] . Due to the electrical elements of CNTs, the aspect ratio is high along with their propensity to create percolated networks in matrices of viscous are extremely low content; they are very effective candidates for the modification of thermosetting matrix components [186, 187] . The electrical conductivity of CNTs is directly connected to the strain of macroscopic functional to the material as well as the internal damage that accrues during service [185] . Changes in electrical resistance owing to the applied strain on CNTs composites are attributable to variations in the configurations of the CNTs conductive network as well as the changes of dimensions for the nanotubes because of their deformation [185] .
Traditionally, concrete has been found to be a brittle material characterized by low tensile strength and low strain capacity, which leads to low resistance to cracking. To improve these properties, concrete reinforced with fiber has been developed [219, 220] . The use of fiber here is intended to enhance the tensile strength, toughness, flexural strength, and impact strength, thus changing the failure mode through the improvement of post-cracking ductility and controlled cracking. These fibers can additionally exhibit a strong impact when it derives to the electrical properties of the composite in those cases where the added fibers have highly conductive attributes compared to the matrix [219, [221] [222] [223] .
The assessment of interfacial attributes that exist between the fiber and the matrix, as well as the investigation of the relationship between tensile attributes of SWCNTs specimens and the resistance ratio of electrical, reveals some unique attributes. This assessment indicates that, based on the linear relationship, due to the transfer of stress from the reinforcing matrix to the fiber, the SWCNTs ends up breaking first. In this case, the stress delivery along the CFs predicts that the carbon fibers tend to fracture along the tensile lines [224] . In this research, it is evident that carbon black and fibers filled polymer composites of conductive have found applications in numerous high-technology applications comprised of a polymer matrix and fine elements of conductive such as carbon black, aluminum fibers, and carbon fibers as the main reinforcing materials [225, 226] . The main challenge associated with the production of conductive polymer composites is in finding reproducible conductivity because the conductivity of electrical along with attributes of mechanical are strongly impacted by the mode of the additive of conductive, the mode of dispersion, and the state of the conductive fiber breakage [225] . Thus, it becomes imperative to choose a standard processing condition for the manufacture of these composites with reproducible properties for a specific conductive filler-polymer system. In the case where the embedded fillers are conducting, this leads to the production of materials whose behavior will be like that of conductive polymer composite [225] .
The aspect of sensing the strain as well as structure damage is vital for load assessment, operation control, regulation of the structural vibration, and resulting evaluation of the structural health [227] . Engineering Strain curve rather than engineering stress curve is a measure that impacts a structure, although strain is caused by the application of stress [227] . Furthermore, stress and strain are linked in the elastic rule via the elasticity modulus. The maximum conventional approaches for engineering strain and sensing encompass of damage embedding or attaching a sensor as a sensor of fiber optic, a piezoelectric sensor, along with an acoustic sensor [227] . The less-conventional method is that of self-sensing, which is reached by assessing the electrical resistivity of the structural material, so long as the resistance continues is changing could be correlated with the strain or defect. Sensor. The assessment of resistance encompasses the predominant electrical surface contacts uses along with a meter [225] . The use of a carbon fiber polymer-matrix is recommended because the CFs are the middle in resistivity and the polymermatrix is completely not conductive, while the composite of resistivity is sensitive to the orientation of the fibers, which is impacted by the damage or engineering strain on the composite [227, 228] . Carbon fibers have been incorporated into materials that have been established as a mode of increasing the efficiency of fuel and minimizing the impacts of climatic variation. Their role is linked with being lightweight and increasingly used in the aerospace industry and the manufacture of turbines for wind generation. However, it follows that while carbon material offers significant promise, it has limitations, such as high electrical conductivity, which presents a risk to electrical equipment [229] . This challenge has been resolved via some interventions, as carbon manufacturers have been applying a layer from any size to the freshly manufactured fibers. This layer is made of an aqueous suspension of low molecular weight polymer of a similar type as the expected mix [229] . This size layer serves several functions, such as fibers that can easily be handled and formed into different shapes and products. It additionally serves as some intermediate layers between the resin/fibers in the ultimate composite [230] .
The tensile strength of carbon fiber is a vital measure when it comes to the consideration of the application of the ultimate composite product. The increased emphasis to recycle composite material will enhance the desire to design a classification system of recycled fibers. The determination of the tensile strength makes it imperative that the user knows the tensile force that is to be applied as well as the areas to which the force will be applied [231] . Thus, the use of an electrical impedance measurement technique makes it possible to assess the diameter of individual carbon fibers. The information obtained through this measurement can then be used in identifying the precise number of carbon fibers that are present in a bundle.
Conductive carbon fiber temperature and weight percent ratio
Progress in diverse scientific and technology fields offers the creation of new materials that meet the expected properties. Some of the attributes that are emphasized in these materials include conductivity, strength, hardness, and heat resistance, among others. Overall, it becomes evident through this assessment that temperature dependencies of electrical resistivity are characterized by a situation where temperature inflection shifts towards the high-temperature composites that have graphene nanoplatelets [232] . This finding implies that there exists greater impact of direct contact between the filler particles and that it does deviate from the model of effective electrical resistivity. Conversely, the contribution of tunnel conductivity is evidenced by the significant increase in the conductivity of electrical in the microwave range.
Most studies that are accessible in the area of characterization electrical of the CFs polymer matrix concern nondestructive assessment as well as damage sensing in composites [233] . The overall objective has been in the assessment of changes in electrical resistance as well as an electrical field that emanates following the deviations in resistance of electrical and the consequent electrical field that is occasioned by mechanical damage [234, 235] . When using electrical characterization tests, it becomes evident that electrical resistance is reduced following an increase in the magnitude of the electric current. It also becomes evident that electrical resistance is reduced following an increase in the plies number that are in the composite laminate and that electrical resistance is a composite function layup [234] . Overall, temperatures in electrified composites tend to increase in tandem with a magnitude as well as the period of the current of electric and the resistance of contact at the junction for the composite-electrode.
Traditional sensing strategies can be undertaken through the use of either an embedded or attaching sensor, which leads to an increase in the cost, or the reduction of durability and consequent deterioration in the performance of the composite. This challenge can be resolved if the composite material uses an intrinsic sensor. A new technique for assessing interfacial attributes as well as curing elements and residual stresses involves the measurement of electrical resistivity for different conductive steel and carbon-reinforced composites [236] . The emphasis here is on how conductive carbon and steel fiber-reinforced composites respond to temperature changes and applied load. An increase in temperature and the modulus as well [237] .
Multi-walled conductive carbon nanotubes
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes have several rolled layers of graphene. They are not well defined related to single-walled carbon nanotubes, due to their complexity and variety of structural [238, 239] . However, MWCNTs have advantages over SWCNTs including mass production ease, lower the cost per unit, and enhanced stability of thermal and chemical. The electrical and mechanical properties of SWCNTs can transformation due to defects of structural for the carbon-to-carbon bond, resulting in breakage [240] . However, the properties of MWCNTs can be well preserved by modification of the surface by exposing the outer wall to chemical modifiers [241] . Multiwalled carbon nanotubes are electrically conductive and also have high thermal conductivity [238, 239] . The use of cellulose grafting enhances the mechanical and electrical properties of MWCNTs and composite fibers [242] . The new biosensor of glucose amperometric is based on the conductor position of platinum nanoparticles onto the surface of multi-walled CNTs polyaniline nanocomposites as well as glucose oxidase of the immobilizing using covalent interface, and here an absorption effect has been developed. In this case, MWCNTspolyaniline nanocomposites were synthesized in situ polymerization and consequently characterized by microscopy of electron, Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy, and ultraviolet (UV) and visible UV absorption spectra. The process of the electrode modification was investigated via SEM as well as cyclic voltammetry along with optimization of the environmental condition using a glucose biosensor assessment based on detailed chronoamperometry [243] .
The covalent modification of MWCNTs using low weight polyhydroxy of molecular is meant to improve the solubility and adhesion of interfacial for MWCNTs in the polymer matrix. This method advances the strategies on how MWCTNs can be employed in the fabrication of microscopic functional as high-performance films or fibers. PHA allows the formation of a thermally superior stable polymer via an additional ring closure in the polycondensation at elevated temperatures. Overall, having demonstrated that increased conductivity can be attained in poly(p-phenlenebenzobisoxazole) (PBO)-MWCNTs composite films as well as the inner core of composite films, although it becomes evident that the outer surface of the fibers does not indicate an increase in conductivity following the addition of MWCNTs.
Kuan et al. have established some unique facts relative to the assessment of multi-walled thermal conductive nanotubes [244] . One of these attributes is that the insulator conductor transmission occurs following the addition of small amounts of MWCNTs in polystyrene-MWCNTs composite systems [245] . Kara et al. also found that optical percolation processes for polymer-CNTs thin film composites can be established by using optical transmission systems. Furthermore, they established that the percolation of the electrical threshold, the point of optical transparency, has disappeared. These attributes imply that the loss in transparency of the optical indicates the start of electrical conductivity, which increases and further saturates in completely opaque composite films.
Multi-walled carbon nanotube yarns have been produced through electrospinning from the sides of vertically aligned MWCNTs displays of 500 m [246] . In the assessment of their conductivity of electrical, it was confirmed that the electrical conductivity of MWCNTs tends to be decreased by increasing their diameter [246] . This trend is associated with structural variations existing between small-large diameter yarns, principally regarding decreased CNTs migration lengths. The authors further assert that a decrease in the twist angle of the yarns results in their reduced alignment with a larger diameter. Investigations by Jakubinek et al. [246] have established that the smaller-diameter yarn exhibits superior electrical and thermal conductivity than the larger-diameter yarn.
The past few decades have seen development in the production of conducting polymer composites (CPCs) due to their exceptional thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties. This type of composite is prepared via fixing fillers of conductive as carbon nanofibers, metal powder, carbon black, and carbon nanofibers into polymers. Compared to traditional metal-conducting materials, CPCs have been found to have corrosion resistance, lightweight, and adjustable resistivity [247] . It follows that their capacitance, resistance, dialectic constant, and volume have the capability to change, depending on environmental conditions, which makes them excellent electromagnetic shielding materials [248] .
A greater number of turns in the preparation of carbon nanotube yarns would lead to an increase in the radial grip, which would make the yarn tighter, thus enhancing its properties of physical. Yao et al. established that the fibers of outer on a larger-diameter yarn tend to be more lightly bound and thus less effective when it comes to contributing to the overall yarn properties. Conduction and stress properties have thus been established as being more uniform across smaller-diameter yarns [249] .
Yao et al. also established and functionalization that the covalent of CNTs permits groups of function to be differently attached to the tube caps as well as defective sidewalls [249] . They found that the caps exhibit a semi-fullerene structure, which is vital for the reaction of functionizalition to occur. Furthermore, the chemical reactivity of CNTs is strongly impacted by the occurrence of damages, including pentagons and vacancies, which result in a localized increase of reactivity of chemical for the graphic nanostructures.
Overall, the authors demonstrate that MWCNT's can be directly functionalized with octadecylamine to create superconductive, superhydrophobic thin films. It becomes evident that the amination procedure does not demand the use of destructive chemicals, which is in complete contrast to traditional routes for activating MWCNTs, such as oxidation treatment via the use of strong acids or mineral, which can disrupt the pi-stacking structure and consequently decrease the electrical conductivity of MWCNTs.
Li et al. examined the conductivity of PEDOT/PSS thin films doped with diverse MWCNTs, focusing on their role as a favorable enhancement in composite films [250] . They assert that the increased conductivity, in this case, is possibly due to two effects, includinginteractions and the channel effect. Theinteractions between the theophany rings of the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy) backbone and MWCNTs, along with the electronic density transfer, take place from the poly (3,4-ethylenedioxy) to the MWCNTs in PSS/ poly (3,4ethylenedioxy) , whereby the changes become more localized on the PEDOT chains [250] . The latter is found to emanate from the creation of some favorable MWCNTs channels in the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy)/PSS matrix. The two attributes exhibit the possibility of aiding the charge transport as well as enhancing the conductivity of the conductivity films.
Conductive carbon nanotube yarns
Carbon nanotubes have great potential in replacing conventional metals because of their significant mechanical, electrical, thermal, and non-oxidizing properties. Their density and thermal conductivity are high in comparison to metals such as copper. Their properties have made them essential in the medical, electronics, and antenna applications [251, 252] . The use of carbon nanotubes in yarns has been shown to exhibit frequency-independent resistive conduct and benefits various applications such as ultra-wideband and wireless body area networks [253, 254] . The conductivity of electrical a carbon nanotube yarn depends on the properties, loading, and aspect ratio of the CNTs. Other factors include the twist angle and conductive network characteristics [255, 256] .
A method of fabricating a superior conductive CNTs and the graphene hybrid yarn has been established. The process starts with displays of vertically aligned MWCNTs that are transformed into long MWCNTs sheets by sketch [253, 254] . Graphene flakes are dropped on the MWCNTs sheets through the electrospun process to form the structure of composite that is changed into yarn nanofibers by using the twisting technique. The materials setup are then characterized by microscopy of the electron, and electrical and mechanical measurements. The electrical conductivity of the composite MWCNTs-graphene yarns is more than 9 S/m [255] , which is the percentage within 400-1250 percentage higher than the conductivity of electrical for the natural MWCNTs yarns or graphene sheet, correspondingly [253, 254] . This increase in conductivity is due to the increase in the state's density close to the Fermi level and a decrease in hopping distance [257] .
In assessing the impact of solution conductivity on polystyrene fibers using DMF as the solvent, it becomes evident that different results received from DMF solvent from diverse suppliers exhibit slightly different solution conductivities. Additionally, polymer solutions prepared with the same polystyrene absorption exhibit different conductivities, which impact the morphology of the polystyrene fibers obtained under otherwise similar electroplating conditions. Overall, it has been shown that solutions with higher conductivity produced bead-free fibers from lower polymer concentrations, which are an indication that solution conductivity plays a vital part in the production of uniform polystyrene fibers [258] .
The conductivity of thermal for polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fibers occurs via phonons that travel through the medium. Material that has regular atomic structures displays high conductivity of thermal because of the fast-traveling photons via the regular coupling structure. Furthermore, the regular structure of atomic of the material as a polymer exhibits low thermal conductivity due to the complex structural attributes. The thermal conductivity in a unitary polymer change formed by covalent bonds as phonons travel fast through the covalent bonds. Conversely, a thermal conductivity that exists between the nondiverse con-covalent bond chains as van der Waals forces are significantly slow, due to phonon reflection as well as scattering phenomena between the chains [259, 260] .
According to Jakubinek et al. [248] , recent years have seen an increase in nanotube assemblies in a high density of packing, as well as aligned configurations, offering the promise of superior strength as well as transport attributes in microscopic materials. Kim et al. sought to assess the effects of thermal conductivity in free-standing carbon nanotube strands, CNTs yarn-like polymer composite fibers, and CNTs yarn-like fibers [261] . The conductivity of thermal valuations was made using T-type experimental configurations that employed a Wollaston wire hot probe inside a scanning electron microscope. The conductivity of thermal was presumed from an analytical model that associated the drop in spatially averaged temperatures of the wire to thermal contact resistance as well as the thermal conductivity of the sample [248] . It was established that the higher the thermal conductivity associated with the increased stiffness, the lower CNTs-CNTs boundary struggle as well as CNTs alignment along the length of the fiber, which occurred as the result of fiber pulling during the manufacturing process.
Bradford and Bogdanovich sought to demonstrate that CNTs yarns could be utilized along with old-style carbon fibers to produce three-dimensional (3D) braid performed [262] . The CNTs yarns tested during this study were extremely multifaceted systems of electrically conductive routes entrenched in the epoxy, and that was resulting composite's electrical conductivity had magnitudes greater than those of conventional composites created from the lower volume dispersals. While the authors established that the electrical conductivity of the hybrid 3D-braided CNTs composites was much higher than that of fiberglass, the integration of carbon nanotubes with the CFs pulls resulted in creating an insignificant enhancement of in-plane electrical conductivity.
Abot et al. examined the variations in resistance of the electrical in DC mode, which was studied as a purpose of engineering strain level in CNTs yarns [263] . They asserted that negative piezo resistance is evident in CNTs yarns, which exhibit a parabolic variation in the deformation phase. This assertion is supported by the fact that the subjection of CNTs yarns to tension leads to nanotubes being transported nearer together, thereby dropping the gap between them and consequently the electrical resistance following the reduction of the artificial resistance. Overall, the reduction in resistance of electrical by minimizing the interfacial contact resistance of nanotubes in the CNTs yarn acts as the dominant factor in the piezo resistance response of this yarn.
Applications of conductive carbon fibers
Carbon fibers are the strongest fibers, with extremely high thermal and electrical conductivity, thereby making them fine applications in electrostatic and electromagnetic interference shielding [264] [265] [266] [267] . They are also used for construction antennas and microwave circuits by exchanging the metal with carbon fiber composites [268] [269] [270] . Conductive carbon fiber-graphite concrete material has been proposed recently for engineering floor heating. Carbon fiber finds such uses due to its high strength and the modulus, resistance to high temperature, resistance to acidic and alkali corrosion, good conductivity, and flexibility [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] . Fiber-reinforced composites such as fiberglass have been used in the aircraft industry due to their high modulus and less weight [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] . CFs is also used for making sporting goods such as tennis rackets, golf clubs, hockey sticks, and archery arrows and bows. They are also employed in the manufacture of wind turbine blades and the automotive industry [282] [283] [284] [285] [286] . In the contemporary world, most applications of conductive carbon fiber electrodes revolve around the sensors for neurotransmitters. Carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs) have an assortment of advantages, which have advanced their use. One of these advantages is that they are physically compatible and not toxic to cells. Another advantage is that their electrochemistry has been effectively characterized, and they exhibit good electrochemical attributes [287] [288] [289] . Also, these carbon fibers employed in electrodes are fewer than 20 mm in radius, which makes them amenable for implantation and result in fewer engineering tissue damage defected and compared to other larger predictable electrodes [290, 291] . The conducting fibers, as well as yarns, have been seen as an essential component of the next-generation wearable electronics that have been seen to seamlessly incorporate electronic function into one of the most versatile as well as widely used modes of manufacturing textiles [292] [293] [294] [295] .
Further studies reveal that electrically conductive textile coatings, which represent a group of latest established composites, the studies have an applications assortment ranging from static charge dissipaters, sensors, and fillers to electromagnetic interference shields [296, 297] . One-dimensional conducting polyvinyl alcohol has been established as a promising non-metal that can be used the applications of a biosensor in solution-processable microfluidic devices because of its hydrophilic attributes, which means that PVA fibers exhibit a good affinity for solutions and thus are desirable materials for detecting the critical contained in solutions [298, 299] . Polypropylene is one of the major importance used polymers, offering a balance among strength, chemical resistance, and modulus. PP has a low density, fiber forming capability, low cost, and easy processability, thereby making it suitable for use in the automobile, packing, and textile industries [300] . Its excellent strength-to-weight ratio associated with the carbon fibers along with its exceptional mechanical attributes has increased the use of PP in an assortment of applications in the aerospace, transport, and sports sectors. Also, the quantum wires described as the high electrical conductivity of it's the highest probable solution for on-chip intersect metals for integrated circuits in future [301] .
From these studies, it is evident that conductive carbon fibers have numerous applications in the contemporary world. Their physical properties, as well as manufacturing technologies, address both the technical and economic effects of their use in protecting airplane structures [302] . Their incorporation into the cement matrix enhances the flexural strength and tensile ductility, and their ability to adjust electrical conductivity makes them highly advantageous applications, especially in the military [303] . According to Katunin [301] , other applications of carbon fibers involve formulations that are planned for utilization in conductive material adhesives because of their high mechanical strength attributes and in the composite of structural panels. The replacement of metal for weight savings and corrosion resistance, making them ideal components for aerospace, medical, and electronics applications [304, 305] .
An additional application for carbon fibers is in solid polymer electrolytes (SPLEs), which have been receiving major attention due to the role as conductors of ionic in diverse electrochemical parts, such as flash memory, solar cells were dye-sensitized, supercapacitors, and the devices of electrochromic [306, 307] . Furthermore, carbon nanotubes are believed to act as one of the most hopeful materials owing to their exceptional properties [308] . The inclusion of CNTs even in tiny quantities has shown significant improvement in a product's mechanical, thermal, and electrical conductivity [309] [310] [311] [312] [313] [314] [315] [316] [317] . They have a huge range of applications including electromagnetic shielding, fuel emission, gas sensing, and actuation [318] .
Summary and conclusions
Carbon fibers CFs is one of the most significant materials in today's world due to its superior characteristics of being strong, with high modulus, high tenacity, resistance to high temperatures, and high thermal and electrical conductivity, when reinforced with other composites. CFs exists in various classifications based on the strength of nanofibers materials and final heat-treatment process temperature. The researchers could be fabricated using standard procedures to obtain the desired type of composite material with unique characteristics in comparison to metals. The important characteristics of carbon fibers discussed in this paper are its thermal, electrical, and ionic conductivity, which have enabled them to be applied to various electrical and thermal appliances. Because electrical devices are becoming slimmer and more integrated, the aspects of electrical conductivity and have become central to the design of these devices.
Electroplating methods have been found to offer versatile maneuverability in the production, orientation, porosity, and dimensions of controlled fiber structures. In applications, it is evident that low density offers a fiber-forming capability, the cost is low, and the processability is much easy, thereby making CFs appropriate for use in the automobile, packing, and textile industries. While this study has highlighted an assortment of issues and ways that inform the use of conductive CFs, it is evident that further studies are needed to enhance the effectiveness of these applications. In this study, we have established that the increasing interest in conductive CFs has led to an enhancement in the ways that these components can be used. From this assessment of different studies and properties of conductive CFs, it can be concluded that significant issues related to their electrical and thermal conductivity make them unique. Some of their attributes have made it evident that the enhancements to conductive CFs are associated with the densification as well as purification of the post treatments. It has also been established that the superior electrical attributes along with the flexibility of conductive carbon fibers have demonstrated a likely possibility that they will replace conventional metal wires for use in future.
